






























One Hotel

NYC



 These doors span over eleven feet tall and are the main entry doors 
at One hotel central park south NYC. I collaborated with other artist 
and designers to come up with the final design. Based on the size I 
used aluminum to keep the weight down. Faux blackened patina finish.





Portal

A client wanted an 
entry portal, something 
that could be seen very 
easily from the road. 
I designed this portal 
that would fastened to 
the building itself. 
Made from aluminum 
and  painted with an 
automotive red.  



Holmes Barn

 This handrail was made from the barns old tension 
rods, and the brackets are the threaded ends. All 
parts were forged, rubbed patina, and waxed. Metal 
Automatism Technique





Central 28
 Beer Co.

 Central 28 commissioned me to design 
and build a two sided pub style Sign. I 
used aluminum due to its anti corrosive 
properties and Maple for its Hardwood 
properties. Finished  in Clear poly.





Eco Hotel Milian, Italy

These trees were bulit for the Eco Hotel in Milano, 
Italia. Designed by Conceptual artist Josh Harder and 
Built by Misha Villanueva these Metal trees stand 18’ 
high and span 20’ wide with a 6’ center easement.With 
solar powered LED’s these trees always SHINE! 



Think[box]
Lectern

 This Lectern was built for think[box] and uses honey locus wood 
with hot rolled steel. The steel was cut using a water-jet and the 
wood was cut using a shop-bot. These CNC processes were used with 
precision in mind, as the final fit uses no hardware. Finished in a 
blackened patina and waxed topcoat.







Stainless Cable Rail



Tampa, FL



Dali Hotel

St. Pete, FL



Wine Gate

private client





Barrymore Hotel Tampa,FL

Barrymore had glass from the 20’s that they wanted to 
restore and create something for the hotel, so I designed 
and fabricatede these modern yet classic dividers.





Incomplete Cube Study end Table





Flat Pack Chair

This is a chair I designed and fabricated. Thinking 
about flat pack shipping and modern elegance. Curley 
walnut paired with oil rubbed steel patina.Bronze logo







High-end In-lay joinery
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